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STUDENT ASSESSMENTS 
AND ASSOCIATED GROWTH MODELS FOR 
TEACHER AND PRINCIPAL EVALUATION 

PUBLICLY AVAILABLE SERVICES SUMMARY 
This form will be posted on the New York State Education Department’s Web site and 
distributed through other means for all applications that are approved in conjunction with this 
RFQ to allow districts and BOCES to understand proposed offerings in advance of directly 
contacting Assessment Providers regarding potential further procurements. 

Assessment Provider Information 
Name of Assessment Provider: Certiport, Inc. 

Assessment Provider Contact 
Information: 

Agent: Seth Swindle 
Tel: 801.847.3175 
Email: sswindle@certiport.com 

Name of Assessment: 
Nature of Assessment:  ASSESSMENT FOR USE WITH STUDENT 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES WITH A TARGET SETTING 
MODEL; OR 

 SUPPLEMENTAL ASSESSMENT WITH AN 
ASSOCIATED GROWTH MODEL: 

 GAIN SCORE MODEL 
 GROWTH-TO-PROFICIENCY MODEL 
 STUDENT GROWTH PERCENTILES 
 PROJECTION MODELS 
 VALUE-ADDED MODELS 
 OTHER:     

What are the grade(s) for which the 
assessment can be used to 
generate a 0-20 APPR score? 

7-12 

What are the subject area(s) for 
which the assessment can be used 
to generate a 0-20 APPR score? 

Technology Fundamentals 

What are the technology 
requirements associated with the 
assessment? 

Must have a computer with internet access. For minimum 
requirements, please visit our Technical Requirements 
Page 

Is the assessment available, either 
for free or through purchase, to 
other districts or BOCES in New 
York State? 

 YES 

 NO 

Please provide an overview of the assessment for districts and BOCES. Please include: 
• A description of the assessment;
• A description of how the assessment is administered;
• A description of how scores are reported (include links to sample reports as

appropriate);
• A description of how the Assessment Provider supports implementation of the

assessment, including any technical assistance. (3 pages max)

FORM  C 

Microsoft Technology Associate Certification Exams

https://www.certiport.com/Portal/desktopdefault.aspx?page=common/pagelibrary/techRequirements.htm
https://www.certiport.com/Portal/desktopdefault.aspx?page=common/pagelibrary/techRequirements.htm
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Description: Looking for a first step toward building a successful career in technology? 
Microsoft Technology Associate is the way to differentiate technology competency and explore 
academic and career options. 
 
Microsoft and Certiport team up to bring you this entry-level credential that validates essential 
technology knowledge. MTA makes it easy for schools to deliver technology education through 
a simple, convenient, and affordable suite of entry-level certification exams. 
 
The MTA certification program is good for educators and students, as well as their institutions. 
Educators are empowered with easy-to-use Internet-based testing, students get the opportunity 
to earn a Microsoft certification right in the classroom, and institutions stand out as innovative 
technology curriculum providers. 
 
Tomorrow's Workforce 
 
Every business, everywhere in the world, uses (actually, relies on) technology. Knowing how 
technology works and understanding its impact on today's academic and workplace 
environment is increasingly important—particularly for students interested in exploring 
professions involving technology. 
 
MTA certification is positioned to become the premier credential for individuals seeking to 
explore and pursue a career in technology, or augment related pursuits such as business or 
any other field where technology is pervasive. It is the ideal and preferred path to Microsoft's 
world-renowned technology certification programs, such as Microsoft Certified Solutions 
Associate (MCSA) and Microsoft Certified Solutions Developer (MCSD). 
 
Administration: MTA Certification exams are delivered through Certiport Authorized Testing 
Centers (CATC). Schools may become a CATC at no charge, however, they must download 
and install Certiport testing software to administer exams. MTA Certification must be proctored 
to ensure the highest standards of testing integrity. Teachers and test administrators may 
become proctors at no cost. 
 
Scoring: Each MTA exam is scored by a computer scoring algorithm to produce consistent, 
valid and reliable results without bias. These results are available to the student and test 
administrator with scoring detail for each exam objective. 
 
Please provide an overview of the student-level growth model or target setting model for 
SLOs for districts and BOCES, along with how student-level growth scores are 
aggregated to the create teacher-level scores, and how those teacher-level scores are 
converted to New York State’s 0-20 metric. 
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At the beginning of each instructional period, students take an MTA Practice test (pre-
test), which is based on the same exam objectives as the certification exam. A record of 
each students score on the pre-test must be kept as it will serve as a baseline for 
measuring the number of students who show growth. 
 
At the end of the instructional period, students should take the MTA Practice test again 
(post-test.)  Once again a record of each students score on the post-test must be kept 
to measure student growth. 
 
The posttest and pre-test results for each student should be compared to determine the 
number of students who achieved a higher score on the post-test than on the pre-test 
(showed growth.) 
 
Students should then sit for the MTA certification exam and the percentage of students 
who achieve a passing score (score above the cut score) should be calculated. 
 
All these results should be plugged into the following formula to determine the teacher’s 
HEDI score. 
 
(% of Passing Students x % of Students who showed growth)/200 = Teacher’s 
Combined Score 
 
The teachers combined score can then be used to determine the teacher’s points on 
the 20-Point HEDI scale and their subsequent HEDI rating. 
 
 

HEDI Rating 
HEDI Points– NY 
State 

Ineffective 0-12 
Developing 13-14 
Effective 15-17 
Highly Effective 18-20 

Scores are found based on the following scale: 
NY Range 
of 
Combined 
Scores 

Range on 
20 point 
scale 

HEDI 
Scale NY 

0-59.99% 0-12 I 
60-
74.99% 13-14 D 
75-
89.99% 15-17 E 
90-100% 18-20 H 

 
Sample teacher HEDI scores are calculated as follows: 
 

Scenario 

Hypothetical 
percentage 
above cut 
score on 
exam 

Hypothetical 
percent gain 

Hypotetical 
combined 
score 

Value 
on 20 
Point 
HEDI 
code 

HEDI Rating 
- NY 

Low 
f i  M  PT S  30 
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New York State Next Generation Assessment Priorities 
Please provide detail on how the proposed supplemental assessment l or assessment to be 
used with SLOs addresses each of the Next Generation Assessment Priorities below.   
Characteristics of Good ELA and 
Math Assessments (only 
applicable to ELA and math 
assessments): 

N/A 

Assessments Woven Tightly Into 
the Curriculum: 

Assessments are woven into the curriculum through 
additional learning products and practice tests. Practice 
tests are offered on an separate platform, which allows 
students to take the tests on any PC with Office. 
Moreover, teachers can choose from several pre-made 
practice tests or make their own practice test using a 
bank of objective aligned questions. The periodic use of 
practice tests in the curriculum will allow teachers insight 
into class progress on student-level growth targets. 

Performance Assessment: Performance assessments are strongly encouraged in all 
instances where learning and certification are equally 
valuable. The assessments are vital in ensuring that 
students are meeting expectations. 

Efficient Time-Saving 
Assessments: 

As mentioned previously, practice tests may be 
administered at any time throughout the curriculum. 
These tests provide a teacher dashboard that allows 
teachers to quickly and efficiently see a snap shot of 
class performance.  

Technology: Must have a computer with internet access. For minimum 
requirements, please visit the Ceriport Technical 
Requirements Page 

Degree to which the growth 
model must differentiate across 
New York State’s four levels of 
teacher effectiveness (only 
applicable to supplemental 
assessments): 

N/A 

 
 

https://www.certiport.com/Portal/desktopdefault.aspx?page=common/pagelibrary/techRequirements.htm
https://www.certiport.com/Portal/desktopdefault.aspx?page=common/pagelibrary/techRequirements.htm
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